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Canadian divorce rates
expected to pass 38% average
post-COVID-19
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Toronto family lawyer Barry Nussbaum expects the divorce rate to exceed the country’s
average rate of 38% due to issues stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic. PHOTO BY FILE
/GETTY

This just in: COVID-19 is going to lead to a spike in divorces.
Like the rest of the world is trending, Canada is going to see an
increase in married couples breaking up once COVID-19 restrictions
are entirely lifted and the courts are fully back up and running.

Toronto family lawyer Barry Nussbaum expects the hike to exceed the
country’s average rate of 38%.
“We’re seeing on a monthly basis, we keep tabs on people looking to
separate and it’s about a 20% increase in call volume, probably more,”
said Nussbaum of Nussbaum Family Law.
Nussbaum blames the “triple whammy” of financial stress, couples
being quarantined together, and having children at home for the
divorce spike.

Barry Nussbaum is a Toronto-based family lawyer. SUPPLIED/BARRY NUSSBAUM PHOTO
BY SUPPLIED /Barry Nussbaum

“It just creates an avalanche of issues,” he said. “And some people
say, ‘You know what? I’ve had it. I’m done.’”
But before you pull the plug on your marriage, Nussbaum advises the
following:
– Hire a family lawyer: “People tend to take the law into their own
hands often when it’s something relatable. Family law’s very
relatable. And that’s a big mistake.”
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– Don’t leave home: “It’s a tough one,” agrees Nussbaum, saying
there’s those that leave without children and those that leave with
children. “The problem with the former is that you’re creating a status
quo and the other parent over time is going to be the primary care
giver, maybe something that you don’t want. The latter, someone
takes the children and leaves, is actually taking the law into your own
hands. The other person may go to court and get a custody order.”
– Get your finances sorted: “Many times people come and they want
to start an application for divorce and they’re asking for spousal
support, and we say, ‘According to the court rules, you have to supply
your tax returns for three years and a pay stub. And a copy of your
business financial statements.’ And they look at me with their eyes
wide open and say, ‘I haven’t done my taxes in three years.’ Well,
you’re going to have a hard time getting your court application filed.”
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– Start the process because the court backlog is maybe three months:
“There’s definitely a backlog because the courts were closed
permanently (for two and a half months) except for emergencies. The
only silver lining is, in my estimation, that the courts will continue
with their adoption of technology that they’ve adopted over COVID-19.
(As in) Why can’t you file it online? These are things that courts are
adopting now which makes things exponentially quicker. So, yes,
while there will be a delay in filings for divorces and getting a court
date, over time, I believe, it’ll be quicker with the adoption of
technologies and hearings being done over Zoom.”
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